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Virtus GF Multi-Sector Short Duration Bond Fund
FUND INFORMATION

STRATEGY

Inception Date (Class I Acc.) 11/12/13
Domicile
Ireland
UCITS IV
Yes
Valuation
Daily
Total Expense Ratio (Class I)
0.70%
Base Currency
USD
Convenience Pricing
EUR, GBP
Total Net Assets (mm)
$53.1

The Virtus GF Multi-Sector Short Duration Bond Fund seeks to provide high current
income while limiting fluctuations in portfolio value due to changes in interest rates, through
investments in primarily investment grade fixed income debt obligations of various types of
issuers across several bond market sectors. The Fund’s average duration will be 3½ years or less.
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Accumulating
Distributing
Accumulating
Distributing
Accumulating
Distributing
Accumulating
Distributing

Investment Manager

Newfleet Asset Management, LLC
Investment Professional

David L. Albrycht, CFA
Portfolio Manager
Industry Start Date: 1985
About Newfleet Asset Management, LLC

Newfleet Asset Management, LLC
provides comprehensive fixed income
portfolio management, including
multi-sector, enhanced core, and core
strategies. Additionally, Newfleet offers
dedicated sector strategies such as
emerging markets debt, bank loans, and
high yield.
Newfleet leverages the knowledge and
skill of a team of investment professionals
with expertise in every sector of the bond
market, including evolving, specialized,
and out-of-favor sectors.

KEY TAKEAWAYS

Market: During the first quarter, post-election expectations of faster economic growth and
rising inflation dimmed with the new administration’s struggle to act on its legislative agenda.
The Fed raised rates another quarter of a percentage point on the strength of the U.S. economy,
the Brexit process formally began, and critical European elections loomed closer.
Performance: The Fund’s underweight to U.S. Treasuries added value during a period in
which most spread sectors outperformed government securities. Allocations to corporate
high yield, emerging markets high yield, and non-U.S. dollar securities contributed positively
to returns.
Outlook: With strong demand by investors and a supportive environment for fixed income,
spread sectors continue to offer attractive opportunities to investors searching for total return
and yield.
IMPORTANT DEVELOPMENTS THIS QUARTER

Overview: Post-U.S. election expectations of faster economic growth and rising inflation
continued into the first quarter as optimistic investors waited for clarity on President Trump’s
fiscal policies. As the quarter progressed, support for the “Trump trade” weakened as the
new administration experienced bumps in the road with its aggressive agenda and visible
opposition. In March, the Federal Reserve raised rates for the second time in three months,
the Brexit process formally began, and crucial European elections loomed closer.
Europe: Political and economic developments in Europe captured attention during the
quarter. On March 29, nine months after voting to leave the European Union, Prime
Minister Theresa May triggered Article 50 of the Lisbon Treaty to start the two-year process
for the U.K.’s exit from the 60-year-old alliance. As the U.K. embarks on a path of complex
and surely contentious negotiations, other European nations (and the Continent as a
whole) are bracing for elections that will test the strength of right-wing populism and euro
skepticism. While the Netherlands rejected its anti-European candidate in March, the more
consequential French polls follow in late April/early May, and German elections will take
place in September. Against this backdrop of political uncertainty, economic recovery in
Europe is underway. The fear of deflation has diminished and positive economic data are
emerging, albeit unevenly across the eurozone. The European Central Bank (ECB) held
rates steady in March and announced no additional stimulus. There is a growing conviction
that the end of quantitative easing is in sight, especially because the ECB is running out of
options in terms of bonds it can buy.
Federal Reserve: While accommodative monetary policy persists in Europe, as well as in
Japan, the Fed acted on its stated “confidence in the robustness of the economy” by raising
its benchmark rate another quarter of a percentage point to a range of 0.75% to 1.0%. The
probability of the move reached nearly 100% as the Fed’s March meeting drew closer. Labor
market conditions and inflation both are approaching the decision-making body’s target
levels. Fed Chair Janet Yellen continued to emphasize a gradual approach to rate hikes with
two more projected in 2017.
continued
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U.S. Economy: The U.S. economy has indeed been resilient over
the past few months. Gross domestic product (GDP) increased at
an annual rate of 2.1% during the fourth quarter of 2016, ahead
of expectations though short of its 3.5% level in the third quarter
of 2016. Labor market conditions remained firm, with 4.7%
unemployment at the end of February. Though long-term inflation
expectations have eased as a result of lowered expectations for
fiscal stimulus, realized inflation measures have been trending
higher. Core PCE (personal consumption expenditures ex food and
energy), the Fed’s preferred gauge, reached 1.8% in February and is
approaching the 2% goal. Consumer confidence and the housing
sector remain supportive.

and the future of NAFTA. At the end of the first quarter of 2017, the
peso was the top-performing currency in the world (+10.8%) and
had recouped its losses against the dollar.
U.S. DOLLARS PER MEXICAN PESO
0.055
0.053
0.051
0.049
0.047

Treasuries: The yield curve flattened over the quarter, with rates
higher on the front end of the curve and relatively unchanged on the
long end. The yield on the 10-year U.S. Treasury ended the quarter
at 2.39%, modestly below the 2.45% yield at year-end 2016. Having
surged in the aftermath of the presidential election, the benchmark
yield was in a holding pattern for much of the first two months of
2017 as investors reevaluated the pace and likelihood of Trump’s
growth-oriented fiscal policies. Rising expectations of a March rate
hike pushed the 10-year bond to a three-year high of 2.63%. Yields
subsequently retreated on the Fed’s message of gradual hikes. This
was reinforced by the failure of Congress to repeal Obamacare,
and its implications for accomplishing other items on Trump’s progrowth agenda. The attractiveness of the U.S. bond market relative
to other developed markets like Germany, Japan, and the U.K. has
helped to keep a lid on U.S. yields. The demand for safe-haven assets
amid the ebb and flow of political risk in Europe, namely France,
has also benefited U.S. yields.
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Source: Bloomberg, L.P.
Performance data shown represents past results.

Oil: Until early March, oil had hovered around $55 per barrel
following OPEC’s November 30, 2016 agreement to curb output
in support of prices. Reports of record-high levels of U.S. output,
however, reignited worries of an oil glut. Despite a drop in production
and strong compliance with the OPEC accord among participating
countries, fears that U.S. oil production could overwhelm OPEC’s
cuts drove prices down. On May 25, OPEC will decide whether
to extend the agreement, which went into effect for six months on
January 1. Brent crude, the international benchmark, touched a
low of $49.92 per barrel before rising at quarter-end to $52.71 on
encouraging signals of an extension from the cartel.
GLOBAL FIXED INCOME PERFORMANCE

U.S. TREASURY YIELDS
12/31/15

12/31/16

3/31/17

2 year

1.05%

1.19%

1.26%

5 year

1.76%

1.93%

1.92%

10 year

2.27%

2.45%

2.39%

30 year

3.02%

3.07%

3.01%

The broader U.S. bond market, as represented by the Bloomberg
Barclays U.S. Aggregate Bond Index, returned 0.82% for the first
quarter. Most spread sectors outperformed U.S. Treasuries during
the quarter and spreads tightened. Longer duration assets and lower
quality within each sector were key drivers of performance.
Emerging markets was the best performing sector in the quarter
as fears of the impact of a Trump presidency on these markets
subsided. The sector benefited from a weaker U.S. dollar,
expectations of gradual rate hikes by the Fed, and the failure to
materialize (or delay) of Trump’s protectionist policy pledges.
Relative stability in commodities and in China also contributed
to the positive sentiment. External factors aside, emerging market
fundamentals in the aggregate have been improving, and growth
may be returning.

Source: Bloomberg L.P.

U.S. Dollar: The U.S. dollar declined steadily over the quarter in
the wake of falling bond yields, disappointment with the progress on
Trump’s fiscal stimulus plans, and the Fed’s dovish posture on future
rate moves. The Bloomberg Dollar Index (a basket of 10 leading
currencies against the U.S. dollar) ended the quarter at 1223.05,
modestly above its pre-election level and well below its post-election
high on January 3 of 1277.53. Perhaps most symbolic of the new
administration’s struggle to actualize its campaign pledges was the
strengthening of the Mexican peso versus the U.S. dollar. During
the election season, the peso rose and fell with Trump’s standing in
the polls. This reflected his hardline stance on tariffs, immigration,

High yield corporate bonds also generated strong performance for
the quarter, benefiting from the risk-on rally that has prevailed since
the election. The sector also got a boost from negative net issuance,
improving fundamentals, and global accommodative monetary
2
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Detractors

policy. Within the high yield sector, the best performing industries
over the quarter were cable & satellite, healthcare, and chemicals.
In a reversal from last quarter and full-year 2016, metals & mining
and energy were among the laggards. Retail was the only industry
to post a negative return. Lower quality continued to outperform
higher quality.

• Higher Quality Bias: Though exposure to the corporate high
yield contributed positively to overall performance, our higher
quality bias detracted from returns in a period in which lower
quality outperformed.
CURRENT FUND STRATEGY

FIXED INCOME SECTOR PERFORMANCE
4.2%

Emerging Market
2.4%

High Yield Corporates
Investment Grade Corporates

1.2%

High Yield Bank Loans

1.0%

Commercial Mortgage-Backed

0.9%

Bloomberg Barclays U.S.
Aggregate Bond Index

0.8%

U.S. Treasuries

0.7%

Agency Mortgage-Backed

Reduced Exposures: We have reduced our weightings to bank
Q1 17 agency mortgages, and commercial mortgage-backed
loans,
securities (CMBS). We redeployed the sale proceeds primarily into
corporate high quality and emerging market high yield securities.
Our exposure to non-U.S. dollar bonds and U.S. Treasuries also
increased slightly.
Foreign Exposure: We increased the Fund’s overall foreign exposure
during the quarter. With regard to emerging markets, valuations
in specific countries are attractive and fundamentals seem to be
turning. Brazil and Russia are driving expected improvement in
2017. Exposures could receive a boost from greater U.S. growth and
supportive commodity prices, but higher U.S. rates and a stronger
dollar are risks. As the European electoral calendar picks up, many
investors are focusing on trends in populism and its implications for
protectionism and global trade. In this space, we favor sovereigns in
larger capital structures.

0.5%

Q1 2017

Performance as of March 31, 2017.
Sources: J.P. Morgan: Emerging Markets, High Yield Corporates, High Yield Bank Loans;
Bloomberg Barclays U.S. Aggregate Bond Index: All other sectors.
Performance data shown represents past results.

Overweights: We continue to overweight corporate high yield, high
yield bank loans, residential mortgage-backed securities (RMBS),
and asset-backed securities (ABS) (specifically out-of-index/nontraditional ABS).

HOW THE FUND PERFORMED
Contributors

Securitized Product: Our allocation to the securitized product
sectors continues to play an important role in the portfolio.
Valuations remain attractive in the areas in which we invest, and
this segment of the market offers diversification to sectors more
sensitive to global macroeconomic concerns. Securities in this
sector also offer diversification to the corporate credit allocation
within the portfolio.

• U.S. Treasuries and Agency Mortgage-Backed Securities (MBS):
Our underweight benefited performance as most spread sectors
outperformed the government sector.
• Corporate High Yield: The sector was the primary contributor
to performance during the quarter as the risk-on rally continued.
Negative net issuance, improving fundamentals, and global
accommodative central bank policy contributed to the sector’s
outperformance.

• CMBS have benefited from the strengthening U.S. economy and
demand for U.S. real estate. Underlying commercial real estate
fundamentals have softened but remain solid.

• Emerging Markets High Yield: Economic growth appears to be
bottoming out in the aggregate, and fundamentals are improving.
The continued search for yield, strong risk sentiment, and the
weaker U.S. dollar all contributed to the positive performance in
emerging market assets.

• Our consumer focus within the asset-backed sector has been
helpful to performance as a result of the continuing ability of the
U.S. consumer to lift the domestic economy.
• Non-agency RMBS have benefited from the continuing
improvement in the housing market and demand for mortgage credit.

• Non-U.S. Dollar: The sector experienced continued strong
performance during the quarter as the post-election strength of
the U.S. dollar cooled. This was a result of disappointment with
the progress on Trump’s fiscal stimulus plans, as well as the Fed’s
dovish posture on future rate moves.

Overall, the Fund maintains its higher quality focus and short
duration to limit both spread and interest rate volatility.
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LOOKING AHEAD

Our outlook for spread sectors is positive. Modest growth in the
economy, with the potential for upside, provides a supportive
environment for credit. A continuation of still-low interest rates and
expectations for gradual rate increases by the Fed may push out
the credit cycle, extending a credit environment that is supportive
for high yield in particular. Against this backdrop, our overweight
to spread sectors is based on sound and modestly improving
fundamentals, strong technicals, accommodative central banks, and
attractive valuations in certain areas of the fixed income markets.

We continue to look for opportunities in all sectors of the bond
market, striving to uncover any out-of-favor or undervalued
sectors and securities. With strong demand for fixed income and a
supportive environment, spread sectors continue to offer attractive
opportunities to investors searching for total return and yield. Some
of the specific sectors where we see value are: out-of-index/off-therun ABS, non-agency RMBS, corporate high yield bonds, high yield
bank loans, and emerging market bonds.
Uncertainty in the current market environment creates opportunity.
As our long-term performance record demonstrates, our time-tested
process positions us well to take advantage of challenging situations.

Beyond the unfolding of Trump’s policies, we continue to closely
monitor and anticipate global areas of concern. These include
U.S. dollar strength, the path of oil prices, global economic growth,
critical political elections, Brexit, and the eventual winding down of
quantitative easing by the most influential central banks.
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FUND PERFORMANCE as of March 31, 2017 (in percent)
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Virtus GF Multi-Sector Short
Duration Bond Fund (Class I-Acc.)
Bloomberg Barclays Intermediate
Aggregate Bond Index

1.32

1.32

4.26

1.93

n/a

n/a

2.24

0.68

0.68

0.35

2.25

n/a

n/a

2.29

Class I operating expenses are 0.70%.
Average annual total returns reflect the change in share price and the reinvestment of all dividends and capital gains. Class I shares have no entry charge and
therefore its returns do not reflect the deduction of an entry charge, which if applied, would reduce returns. Fees and expenses vary among share classes and
other share classes do carry entry charges. For Fund performance of other share classes, please see the Virtus Global Funds Performance Report.

Performance data quoted represents past results. Past performance is no guarantee of future results and current performance may be higher or lower
than the performance shown. Investment return and principal value will fluctuate so your shares, when redeemed, may be worth more or less than
their original cost. Please visit www.virtusglobalfunds.com for performance data current to the most recent month-end.
The Bloomberg Barclays Intermediate Aggregate Index is comprised of securities in the intermediate maturity range of the Bloomberg Barclays Capital Aggregate
Index. The Bloomberg Barclays Capital Aggregate Bond Index is composed of securities from the Government/Corporate Bond Index, Mortgage-Backed Securities
Index and Asset-Backed Securities Index, calculated on a total return basis, which includes price appreciation/depreciation and income as a percentage of the
original investment. This index is unmanaged and not available for direct investment. Index results include reinvestment of dividends and other income.

IMPORTANT RISK CONSIDERATIONS
Credit & Interest: Debt securities are subject to various risks, the most prominent of which are credit and interest rate risk. The issuer of a
debt security may fail to make interest and/or principal payments. Values of debt securities may rise or fall in response to changes in interest
rates, and this risk may be enhanced with longer-term maturities. Foreign & Emerging Markets: Investing internationally, especially in emerging
markets, involves additional risks such as currency, political, accounting, economic, and market risk. High Yield-High Risk Fixed Income
Securities: There is a greater level of credit risk and price volatility involved with high yield securities than investment grade securities.
ABS/MBS: Changes in interest rates can cause both extension and prepayment risks for asset- and mortgage-backed securities. These securities
are also subject to risks associated with the repayment of underlying collateral. Bank Loans: Loans may be unsecured or not fully collateralized,
may be subject to restrictions on resale and/or trade infrequently on the secondary market. Loans can carry significant credit and call risk, can
be difficult to value and have longer settlement times than other investments, which can make loans relatively illiquid at times. Prospectus: For
additional information on risks, please see the fund’s prospectus.

IMPORTANT INFORMATION
This material was prepared without regard to the specific objectives, financial situation, or needs of any particular person who may receive it.
It is intended for informational purposes only and it is not intended that it be relied on to make any investment decision. It does not constitute
investment advice or a recommendation or an offer or solicitation and is not the basis for any contract to purchase or sell any security or
other instrument, or for Virtus Investment Advisers (“VIA”) or Newfleet Asset Management (“Newfleet”) to enter into or arrange any type of
transaction as a consequence of any information contained herein. Neither the Issuer, VIA, nor Newfleet gives any warranty as to the accuracy,
reliability, or completeness of information which is contained in this document. Except insofar as liability under any statute cannot be excluded,
neither VIA or any member of Newfleet, the Issuer, or any officer, employee, or associate accepts any liability (whether arising in contract,
in tort or negligence or otherwise) for any error or omission in this document or for any resulting loss or damage whether direct, indirect,
consequential, or otherwise suffered by the recipient of this document or any other person.
The views expressed in this document constitute the judgment of VIA or Newfleet at the time of issue and are subject to change. The value of
shares/units and their derived income may fall as well as rise. Past performance or any prediction or forecast is not indicative of future results.
References to positions should not be considered a recommendation to purchase or sell a particular position and there is no assurance, as of
the date of publication, that the positions mentioned remain in a portfolio or that positions sold have not been repurchased. Additionally, it is
noted that the positions referenced do not represent all of the positions purchased, sold, or recommended during the period referenced, and
there is no guarantee as to the future profitability of any of the positions identified and discussed herein. Newfleet or persons associated with
the firm may maintain a long or short position in securities referenced herein, or in related futures or options. Portfolio holdings are provided for
informational purposes only. A list of transactions during the past 12 months is available upon request.
This Document does not constitute an offer or solicitation to invest in the Fund. The Fund is a sub-fund of Virtus Global Funds plc (the “Company”),
a public limited company with variable capital incorporated in Ireland and authorized and regulated by the Central Bank of Ireland as an
Undertaking for Collective Investment in Transferable Securities (“UCITS”). The offering of the shares of Virtus Global Funds plc is restricted in
many jurisdictions and investors must inform themselves of and observe applicable restrictions in their jurisdiction. The Funds are distributed
by VP Distributors, LLC, 100 Pearl Street, Hartford, CT 06103, USA. The Fund’s current prospectus and key investor information document
(“KIID”) contain more information as well as the risks of investing and may be obtained free of charge from BNY Mellon Fund Services (Ireland)
Limited, Transfer Agency Department, c/o Virtus Global Funds plc, Building 6100, Avenue 6000, Cork Airport Business Park, Kinsale Road,
Cork, Ireland, Phone: (+ 353 21) 438 00 99, or by visiting www.virtusglobalfunds.com. None of the Funds have been or will be registered under
the U.S. Securities Act of 1933, as amended (the “Securities Act”), and none of such shares may be offered, sold, transferred or delivered,
directly or indirectly, in the United States or to U.S. residents or citizens. None of the Funds have been or will be registered as an investment
company under the U.S. Investment Company Act of 1940, as amended (the “1940 Act”).
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For more information, please visit www.virtusglobalfunds.com
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